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Darkflash TR120 CPU liquid cooling (white)

Darkflash TR120 computer water cooling (white)
Provide your computer with optimal working conditions. Darkflash TR120 water cooling will prevent it from overheating and allow you to
work  or  play  without  problems!  The  product  is  distinguished  by  its  efficient  yet  quiet  operation,  and  it  also  catches  the  eye  with  its
stylish, modern design with colorful backlighting. At the same time, it is compatible with Intel and AMD processors, and its installation will
not cause you any problem. You can also synchronize it with your motherboard.
 
Temperature at the optimal level
The cooling unit is made of high-quality materials that conduct heat perfectly. It  also has wavy fins with a carefully considered design
and a quiet fan - its volume level is only about 18-30 dBA. So you can forget about annoying, annoying noise and focus on the gameplay
or the project at hand! All  this translates into efficient heat dissipation and reliable cooling.  Do not be afraid that your equipment will
overheat!
 
Refined in every detail
With Darkflash you will take care of the cooling of your computer, and at the same time give it a unique character. The TR120 model is
equipped with colorful backlighting and features a beautiful shine, making it look great. Mount it in a transparent case for stunning visual
effects!  The  cooling  also  has  a  specially  designed,  stylish  water  block  and  woven  braided  pipes,  which  not  only  looks  great,  but  also
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eliminates the risk of leaks.
 
 
ManufacturerDarkflashModelTR120ColorWhiteCooling typeAIO water coolingCompatibility with AMD processorsAM5 / AM4 / AM3+ / AM3 /
FM2+  /  FM2Compatibility  with  Intel  processorsLGA  20xx  V3  /  17xx  /  12xx  /  115xHeatsink  size153  x  120  x  27  mmHeat  sink
materialAluminumNumber of fans1Speed800-1800 ±10% RPMBearing typeHydraulicFan size120 x 120 x 25 mmNoise level18-30 dBAFan
backlightingYesBacklightingTakSupply  voltage12  VSupply  current25-190  mASize  of  water  pump75  x  75  x  53  mmSpeed  of  water
pump2700 ±10% RPMNoise level of the water pump23 dBA

Preço:

€ 54.50

Jogos, Cooling, Active cooling
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